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The Improv Centre’s offices, rehearsal space and theatre are all located on the unceded, 

ancestral and traditional lands of the xʷməθkwəy ̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), 
and səlilwətaɁɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. 

The Improv Centre is holding General Auditions for their 2022-2023 Mainstage Ensemble as 
well as their newly developed House Teams and whether or not you’ve worked with us, 
performed on our stage or auditioned with us before, we’d love to see you! 

DATES: July 25th, 26th, 28th and August 3rd 
If you have a preferred date, please let us know and we will try to accommodate! 

TIC welcomes and supports people of all backgrounds and identities. This includes, but is not 
limited to members of any sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, race, ethnicity, 
culture, national origin, social and economic class, educational level, color, immigration status, 

sex, age, size, family status, political belief, religion, and mental and physical ability.  

TIC trains and showcases improv comedy and theatre excellence that reflects, engages and 
challenges our audiences. We commit to upholding a high-quality standard of product that we, 
our audiences, our partners locally and theatres around the world recognize and can be proud 

of. 

The Improv Centre strives to be accessible and inclusive . For performers who have barriers to 
access to any part of our process as laid out, please reach out to us and we will happily find a 

way to see your audition.  

HOW TO SUBMIT: Email your submission to auditions@theimprovcentre.ca  [auditions AT 
theimprovcentre DOT ca ] and include: 

• a blurb about yourself

• a copy of your headshot and résumé in one PDF OR a headshot and any relevant
improv training or experience

DEADLINE: July 22nd, 2022 
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